Make Your Own Lion

Materials
- yellow, orange, and brown paper
- crayon or marker
- scissors
- glue stick

Instructions
1. Gather your supplies!

2. Either freehand or using a bowl or plate, make one large circle on your yellow paper to make your lion face.

One of the most recognizable features of the African lion is the large mane of hair that males have. You can make a magnificent lion mane using your hands, a crayon, and some construction paper!
3. Draw two smaller circles to make some ears too! In the big circle, draw your lion's face. In the two smaller circles, draw your lion's ears.
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4. On the orange and brown paper, trace your hand a few times with your crayon. If you are making your lion with a brother, sister, or friend, you can trace some of their hands too! The different colors will be the different layers of your lion's thick, bushy mane!

5. Cut everything out! There's a lot to cut out, so maybe ask an adult to help with this step.
6. Put everything together! First, make a ring with the brown hands. Next, make a ring with the orange hands. Lastly, add the two yellow ears and the big round lion face!